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Abstract
This paper aims to improve the coach situation and the player, and to see the
succeeded work that relied on the sport management by inserting the total quality
requirements in training. All that will increase the production of Iraqi team player in
Karate.
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Introduction
Any successful work is relying greatly on the sport management. If we inserted the
total quality requirements in training, this will increase the Iraqi team players
production.

1- Model's name
A proposed model to the requirements of applying the total quality in Training The
Iraqi team in Karate.
2-Model's Goal
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The model aims to achieve the administrative distinction, and apply all the total
quality requirements in training the Iraqi team players in Karate.

3-The beneficiary of the model
Iraqi Karate Federation

4-The steps that have followed to reach the program
-Personal interview
-Questionnaire
-Books and References

5-The results and conclusions recommended by the Researcher
The results of the study should be followed and applied by the cadre in charge at the
Iraqi Karate Federation and the coaches in training the Iraqi team players of Karate by
and apply this proposed project.

6-The proposed model
Presenting the design of proposed model of total quality to the training programs of
the Iraqi team players in Karate, that include:

6-1The first theme
Apprehension and satisfaction level by the supreme administration to the total quality
concept in training programs for the Iraqi team in Karate.

6-2-The second theme
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The understanding of the beneficiaries needs and their expectations (coach – player –
Administrator ) in Karate, and how to fill them by the supreme administration.

6-3- The third Theme
Considering the training program quality through planning processes (programs –
Capabilities –Fund) to change the income to outcome.
6-4 The fourth Theme
The coaches understanding level to the basic and scientific training level, and how to
Implement them in training programs for the Iraqi team in Karate.

6-5 The fifth Theme
The training programs quality by measuring and evaluating processes (Pre- duringpost training program) to develop and improve the National team players in Karate
continuously.
6-6 The sixth Theme
The applicability extent and using the Human Resources, Material Resources and
information in training programs of the Iraqi team in Karate.
6-7 The seventh Theme
Training programs funding plans and the ability to market championships and
competitions as one of the funding resources to the Iraqi team in Karate.
6-8- The Eighth Theme
Utilizing the moral and tangible motivation to attract beneficiaries (player – coach –
administrator).
7- Proposed model application
In order to apply the proposed model, the results of questionnaire themes should be
followed as hereunder:
7-1 The supreme administration apprehension and convincing with total quality
requirements in training process in Karate.
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8-The total Quality features
The total quality achieves all the agreed requirements to obtain the players
satisfaction. It is the distinctive degree. The total quality tries to put all things in the
right and correct way. Also, it refers to the needs correspondence, and the
requirements level that should be achieved by the institutions.

8-1 Total quality application in training program
The total quality application in training program achieves the following concepts:
-Fill the Beneficiaries needs and desires (player – coach-administrator) in Karate.
-Eliminate errors and squeeze wasting.
-Implementing an integral system for continuous improvement and development.
-Utilizing Information Technology.
-It saves time, effort and cost.
-It strength with continuous development to the general goals, organizational
structure, procedures and programs.

8-2 Necessity of change at the Union
The supreme administration and all beneficiaries at the Union have to believe in
change. The positive direction will be helpful and lead to a successful training
process. In addition, planning, instructing and observing is the supreme administration
and those in charge of training responsibility. Also, the supreme administration has to
follow the procedures , issuing legislatives and presenting help. The supreme
administration has to be aware of all beneficiaries to fill their needs, desires and
expectations (player- coach- administrator) in Karate.

9- The Administrator
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One of the important tools in this paper is the administrator. So, the free selection of
best alternatives to manage the responsibilities. He is able to manage and coordinate
among the supreme administration and the requirements. He is responsible also to
provide the players records to catch and observe the players medical situation,
physiological and Function Efficiency and progress rate. He has to be free in
supervision and monitoring the tools and devices. And the best important thing is to
be free in making decisions and supporting him to implement them.

10-The Coach
He has to contribute at the planning operations and determine the procedure and
policies. The availability of facilities and using the Technology in teaching and
training. Providing the coach with all potentials to do measures and evaluation in
preparing
period,
pre-competition
and
post-competition.

11-The player
The player has to be fill with all selection requirements. He has to present the best
level of functional efficiency and health fitness. The player's history should be safe
and secured . Motivation principle must applied to raise the players performance in
Karate. The supreme administration and the coach shall be in contact .

12-Training operation quality through planning, program, potential and fund to
change the income to out come
In order to succeed the quality in training, many goals have to be set through training
plans. The plans should flexible, changeable and can be amended . Setting the training
plan that includes the daily training schedule, weekly training schedule, number of
games, championships and competitions during the season. The aid resources in
teaching and training should truly focus technology and technical devices (prints, map
boards- matches videos to the same level). In addition to what has mentioned,
commitment of long and short term plans. Those in charge of training should be
specified with their specialization. Confirming the players number at the National
team and recognizing their performance level. Determine the specialization of those in
charge of training operations. The most important thing in this point is providing the
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qualified and specialized persons who are able to do planning operations. The budget
must be set, and looking for additional fund. We have to remember that cooperation
between those who in charge of planning operations and executing the training.
Finally, determine the quantity and the number of required devices and their
sufficiency to the training.
13-Training Quality level through measurement and Evaluation Pr-during-Post
the training to improve and develop continuously the performance level of
National team players in Karat
13-1 Training quality level
This point includes the selection of National team players regarding the criteria and
practical basics .Using all the evaluation types to asses all the sides of the player
periodically .The selection of best evaluation is required pr- training, during-training
and post-training.All the measurements procedures should be considered such as:
physiological, Anthropometric, physical tests, skills test and psychological tests. The
full Knowledge of evaluation and measurement procedures. After completing the
training, it should followed by analyzing the evaluation and measurements results,
and assessing the final results. It is very important to determine the goals of
measurement process. The measurements and tests are required periodically to follow
the progress averages.
14-The extent of utilizing Human and Material Resources and Information
technology in Training Iraqi National team in Karate
First, all the material and Human resources should be available to execute training.
The budget for tool and devices maintenance should be available. The potentials
should achieve the determined targets. The material resources should be available
such
as
the
training
halls
and
Karate
training
tools.

15-Setting up a mechanism to use potential
All the available potential should be according to the determined budget. All the
training, competitions and championships should be hold at legal and standard
stadiums.

16-Material potential availability
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All the standard features should be available in the selected players. The technical
team should be qualified, and the availability of information technology, data base
and monitoring the information system.

17-The utilize of training fund, and the possibility to market championships and
competitions as one of the funding Resources to the National team in Karate.

17-1Training funding Resources
All the received funding resources should be spent regarding the Islamic Law.
Collecting all the revenues from the sport marketing, ceremonies and championships.
Get benefit from the interests of deposits, contributions, donation and gifts.

18- Marketing to Championships and Competitions
All the advertisement and accouchement rights should be preserved , and using the
sport channels. The ability of making T.V marketing by signing a special T.V
contracts, and marketing for championships and carnivals. Even the services
marketing to the audience can be
made locally and abroad.

19-Material and Moral motivation as a tools of attraction to the beneficiaries
(Player- Coach- Administrator)
The material and moral concept motivation is important to raise the players
performance, regarding individual differences to play with abroad players to increase
motivation, distinction and incentives. We have not to forget the timing of incentives.
Also, the flexibility in giving bonus (changing the criteria of giving incentives) to do
many tries. The previous incentives to the beneficiaries (Player – Coach –
Administrator) are related to the effort, performance , achievement and expected
results. The incentives have to be proper to the beneficiaries motivation (PlayerCoach- Administrator). The reason behind giving symbolic incentives is to strength
beneficiaries distinctive behavior and the real tries to make the achievements (Medals
– Certificates. Finally regarding the individual difference in giving incentives.
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Conclusion
1-Achieving the administrative distinction.
2-Applying the total quality in training the Iraqi team players in Karate.
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